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Structure refers to the spatial arrangement of 
the various components of the ecosystem, such 
as the height and the spacing of corals, sponges 
and octocorals. 
 

Structural Complexity 



 Rugosity as defined here is an index 
of substrate complexity. The term 
rugose is derived from a Latin term 
meaning wrinkled. The index of 
rugosity describes the amount of 
"wrinkling" of the substrate.   
 

 Areas of high complexity are likely to 
provide more cover for reef fish and 
more places of attachment for algae, 
corals and various sessile 
invertebrates.  

Rugosity 

 



 Increased substrate provides habitat for benthic 
invertebrates, which serve as the main diet of 
many species of fishes, which in turn are utilized 
at other trophic levels. 
 

 Spatial complexity increases habitat 
heterogeneity, providing increased areas of 
refuge for fish populations from predation and 
competition. 
 

 Topographical relief can expand the availability 
of resources and their production rate.  
 

 Increased rugosity results in higher 
heterogeneity, creating habitat complexity that 
increases fish diversity. Coral diversity, 
correlated with fish populations, is also probably 
a direct result of habitat complexity. 

Why is “rugosity” so important? 

 



“… structural complexity is important 
for Caribbean fishes and it is likely that 
the three-dimensional relief of 
Caribbean reefs has been gradually 
deteriorating, particularly in recent 
years as corals—the building blocks of 
reef platforms—have been reduced to 
very low abundance.” 

Paddock et al. (2009) 





“Reef fishery conservation efforts must emphasize protection 
of habitat, because reef fish assemblages are resilient even to 

intensive, localized harvesting so long as the structural and biotic 
integrity of their habitat is maintained…” 





 
 

Measuring Rugosity 













Habitat Issue Limiting Recovery 



 Sweat the small stuff!!! (Lisa Kellogg) 
 
 Returning complexity vital to oyster 

recruitment and returning  ecological 
function. 

 
 Fractally-scaled from landscape down to 

individual shells. 
 

 

Lessons Learned:  Oyster Reef Restoration 



Rebuilding Complexity  



Rebuilding Complexity 

 



Rebuilding Complexity 



Summary 
 Restoring severely degraded coral reef ecosystems 

requires an understanding of the factors that have 
caused their degradation.  

 Reefs are disturbance-structured systems that often 
exhibit catastrophic phase shifts in community 
structure. For instance, the loss of reef structure 
following the injuries caused by vessel groundings can 
lead to long-term shifts in community structure that 
often recover to an alternate community state.  

 Many restoration efforts fail to recognize the 
importance of structural complexity, instead focusing 
only on coral propagation and transplantation. 



Conclusions 

 For coral reef communities to recover back to their 
original baseline state, restoration ecologists need to 
rebuild this lost structure and biological complexity to 
jump-start the natural recovery process.  

  
 The science of “complexity” is the cornerstone of the 

coral reef restoration process. 



Take Home Message 

 Management interventions to “rebuild” natural 
communities are also most likely to succeed if they are 
able to mimic natural processes of community 
assembly and organization. Thus, if properly designed 
and executed, structural restoration will significantly 
reduce the recovery period of severely disturbed reefs 
and provide the foundation upon which successful reef 
restoration projects are based. 
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